
 

ENFORCER REPORT 
Case No: MHJD-Q12022-01 Date: 0176022.M03 

Reporting Officer: Judge Dredd Prepared By: Servitor Alsmid 98/6 Ador 

Incident: Enforcement of Old Ruins in district Echo Falls. Criminal element detected in vicinity: Heaven's Fence - 
Redemptionist scum. While investigating the ruins MHJD-01 encountered members of Heaven's Fence attempting 
to secure lift to underground. Firefight ensued when suspects refused to comply. Suspects sustained serious 
injuries. MHJD-01 enter and descend in the lift after securing Old Ruins.

Detail of Event: 
Upon arriving on the scene our squad broke up into two teams to breach the locked down facility within the old 
ruins. We would later learn that the Redemptionists were also attempting to breach from the opposite end as we 
arrived. Judges Griffin, Logan, and Kruger were able to bypass the locks first and advanced into the empty room*. 
They could hear banging and muffled yelling coming from the locked door to their front while they advanced 
steadily towards the locked elevator room. 

In the opposite corner, the Redemptionist gang leader and his champion broke through the locked door (CRIME: 
Breaking and Entering. SENTENCE: 10 years in the cubes upon capture) and began advancing towards our team. 
One of the ganger scum, upon seeing Judge Kruger advancing towards them, opened fire with a grenade launcher 
(CRIME: Assault on a Judge. SENTENCE: 10 years in the cubes upon capture). Kruger was able to take the brunt of 
the round on his shield and suffered only minor wounds.

Judge Dredd and Solomon broke down the door after being locked out of the terminal and hearing gunfire from the 
main room; and immediately opened fire on the Redemptionist leader who was taking cover behind some debris 
(CRIME: Aiding and Abetting. SENTENCE: 15 years in the cubes upon capture) Dredd landed 3 shots on the 
Redemptionist and saw him crumple grievously injured and no longer a threat.** Another Redemptionist ran to the 
doors and attempted to get into the elevator room (CRIME: Breaking and Entering. SENTENCE: 10 years in the 
cubes upon capture). Upon seeing this and having his commands ignored, Solomon opened fire after seeing 
them reaching for a weapon. Suspect grievously injured but alive.***

By this point the Redemptionist gang began to flee. Officers refrained from giving chase as new orders arrived to 
secure the elevator and descend to lower levels.

No serious injuries sustained to our officers.

Summary of Actions Taken: 

Old Ruins secured. Redemptionist criminals injured and fled. One Redemptionist left still locked out of main room, 
last heard muffled screams. Recommend dispatch of Cadet unit for training experience. MHJD-01 entered elevator 
and began descent. 

*,**,*** - see attached CCTV photos for reference.




